Bubble splitting in bifurcating tubes: a model study of cardiovascular gas emboli transport.
The transport of long gas bubbles, suspended in liquid, through symmetric bifurcations, is investigated experimentally and theoretically as a model of cardiovascular gas bubble transport in air embolism and gas embolotherapy. The relevant dimensionless parameters in the models match the corresponding values for arteries and arterioles. The effects of roll angle (the angle the plane of the bifurcation makes with the horizontal), capillary number (a dimensionless indicator of flow), and bubble volume (or length) on the splitting of bubbles as they pass through the bifurcation are examined. Splitting is observed to be more homogenous at higher capillary numbers and lower roll angles. It is shown that, at nonzero roll angles, there is a critical value of the capillary number below which the bubbles do not split and are transported entirely into the upper branch. The value of the critical capillary number increases with roll angle and parent tube diameter. A unique bubble motion is observed at the critical capillary number and for slightly slower flows: the bubble begins to split, the meniscus in the lower branch then moves backward, and finally the entire bubble enters the upper branch. These findings suggest that, in large vessels, emboli tend to be transported upward unless flow is unusually strong but that a more homogeneous distribution of emboli occurs in smaller vessels. This corresponds to previous observations that air emboli tend to lodge in the upper regions of the lungs and suggests that relatively uniform infarction of tumors by gas embolotherapy may be possible.